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 .A theorem of Lyapunov states that the range R m of a nonatomic vector
measure m is compact and convex. In this paper we give a condition to detect the
 .dimension of the extremal faces of R m in terms of the Radon]Nikodym
< <  .derivative of m with respect to its total variation m : namely, R m has an
extremal face of dimension less than or equal to k if and only if the set
 .  .  .x , . . . , x such that f x , . . . , f x are linear dependent has positive1 kq1 1 kq1
< <mkq1.  .m -measure. Decomposing the set X in a suitable way, we obtain R m as
a vector sum of sets which are strictly convex. This result allows us to study the
problem of the description of the range of m if m has atoms, achieving an
extension of Lyapunov's theorem. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: exposed points; strictly convex; Lyapunov; range of a vector measure;
atomic measures.
INTRODUCTION
 .A well-known theorem of Lyapunov states that the range R m of a
 .nonatomic vector measure m on a measurable space X, M with values in
n  .R is compact and convex. We recall that, by definition, R m is the set
  . 4m E : E g M .
w xIn 6 Halkin proved a Lyapunov's type theorem introducing the measur-
q .   . 4 0 .   . 4able sets D p s x g X : f x ? p ) 0 , D p s x g X : f x ? p s 0
n  4  .where p in a vector in R _ 0 , f ? is the Radon]Nikodym derivative of m
< < nwith respect to its total variation m and ``?'' is the scalar product in R .
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w xThese sets were used in 3 to obtain the following theorem:
THEOREM A. The following equi¨ alence holds:
 .  .1 R m is an n-dimensional strictly con¨ex set;
 . n  4   . 42 For e¨ery p in R _ 0 the set x g X : f x ? p s 0 is negligible;
 . w  .  .x < <mn n3 det f x , . . . , f x / 0 m y a.e. on X .1 n
w x w xGeneralizing some results of 3 and 7 , we extend the previous theorem
to the case of extremal faces of dimension k, 1 F k F n y 1 see Section 1
.for the definition of extremal face . In fact we have:
THEOREM B. These conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 R m has an extremal face of dimension less than or equal to k,
1 F k F n y 1;
 . n2 There exists in R a k-dimensional subspace S such thatk
< < y1 ..m f S ) 0;k
 .  .  . < <mkq1.3 f x n ??? n f x is 0 on a set of m -positi¨ e measure1 kq1
in X kq1, where ``n'' denotes the external product in R n.
 . kq1The last point means that the set x , . . . , x in X such that1 kq1
 .  . < <mkq1.f x , . . . , f x are linear dependent has positive m -measure.1 kq1
This result is achieved in Section 1.
In Section 2 we present an application of these results to the decomposi-
tion of X into a sum of measurable sets. It is well known that a zonoid,
i.e., the range of a vector measure, is decomposable. This means that it can
be written as the vector sum of sets which are not homothetic to itself: if
 4 `  .Y is a measurable partition of X, X s D Y , then R m is thej jg N js1 j
 < .vector sum of R m . We decompose the space X into a sum ofYj
measurable sets,
X s X j X i j ??? j X i ,D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
such that the range of m restricted to X i is a compact k-dimensionalk
strictly convex set: this means that its extremal faces are either points or
 .ithe whole set R m .Xk
< < .We recall that a set H g M is an atom of m if m H ) 0 and for all
< < . < < .A g M such that A : H, m A is either 0 or m H . We call a measure
nonatomic if it has no atoms, we call a measure atomic if there is at least
an atom, and we call a measure purely atomic if every nonnegligible set E
is a union of atoms of m.
In Section 3 we study the range of an atomic real measure. It is well
 4known that the set H g M : H is an atom of m is countable. In the first
 .part of this section we prove that even for an atomic vector measure R m
 .is compact. However, in general R m is not convex if m is atomic: it is
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sufficient to consider a purely atomic positive measure with just one atom
 .   .4H . In that case R m s 0, m H . Denoting with a the measure of the1 1 i
atom H , we show that the range of a purely atomic real measure is the seti
 `  44  < <K s x g  a s , s g 0, 1 , and that the maximal gap in K is sup ais1 i i i i
< < 4y  a , i g N . With these results we obtain a first extension of< a < - < a < jj i
Lyapunov's theorem to atomic real measures, simply filling the gaps in K
< <with the nonatomic part of the measure m, namely, m ,X _ j H .i
< < < < < <m X _ jH G sup m H y m H . ) .  .  . .  .i i j /
iG1 < < . < < .j : m H - m Hj i
In Section 4 we apply the previous results to an atomic vector measure.
 .  .We prove that R m is convex if and only if R m contains the 1-dimen-
sional extremal faces of its convex envelope. Since we also prove that the
decomposition of X given in section 2 is still valid, even if m is atomic, we
 . ijust need to check condition ) on each set X , achieving an extension of1
Lyapunov's Theorem.
1. EXTREMAL FACES OF THE RANGE OF A
VECTOR MEASURE
We recall some properties of extremal faces of a convex set D : R n.
w xThese results can be found in 10 . A subset D : D is called extremal1
face if we have
y q y .1 2
; y g D , y , y g D and y s « y , y g D .1 1 2 1 2 12
By a cone we mean a convex subset C of R n such that if x g C implies
 .l x g C for every positive l; we call C a generating cone if C j yC s
n  .R . Let P s D l yC . In the following by cone we will mean aC
generating cone.
Any cone C induces a pseudo-order relation in R n: we say x F y ifC
y y x g C. Note that it is possible to have x and yx in C: this happens if
and only if x g P . The following result is well known:C
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose that D is a con¨ex and compact subset of R n.
Then D : D is an extremal face if and only if there exists a generating cone C1
such that
 4D s y g D : y G y ; y g D .1 1 1 C
We say that D is defined by the order relation induced by C. The1
w xproperties of extremal faces of convex sets were used by Olech in 7 to
characterize extremal subsets of decomposable families of functions.
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Let X be a set, let M be a s-algebra of subsets of X, let n be a
 .positive nonatomic measure on X, M . A family K of functions in
1 n.L X ; R is called decomposable if for each pair u, ¨ g K and for any
 4  .measurable x : X ª 0, 1 we have x u q 1 y x ¨ g K. We say that a
subset K of K is an extremal face in K if there exists a generating cone1
C such that
K s u g K : u x y ¨ x g Cn-a.e. ;¨ g K , x g X . 4 .  .1
w x   . 4As it is shown in 7 , the set D s H u x dn : u g K is convex and theX
following result holds:
PROPOSITION 1.2. K is an extremal face in K if and only if the set1
  . 4   . 4D s H u x dn : u g K is extremal in D s H ¨ x dn : ¨ g K . More-1 X 1 X
o¨er D is the extremal face of D defined by the order relation induced by C.1
In Sections 1 and 2 we consider a nonatomic vector measure m on
 . n < <X, M with values in R and let f s dmrd m be the density of m with
< < < <mnrespect to its total variation m ; we denote by m the n-product
< < nmeasure of m on X . Unless the contrary is expressly stated, for A, B in
< <X by A : B we mean that B_ A is m -negligible. The application of the
 4 < <previous results to the decomposable set K s f x : A g M and n s mA
gives the following result:
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let M be a subset of M. The set F defined as1
  . 4  .   . 4F s m B : B g M : M is an extremal face of R m s m A : A g M if1
and only if there exists a cone C such that
< <M s E g M : f x y f x g C m -a.e. ;A g M , on X . 41 E A
 .Moreo¨er, F is the extremal face of R m defined by the order relation
induced by C.
y1 .We give now a new characterization of the set M . By f D we denote1
the inverse image through f of a subset D of R n.
 .THEOREM 1.4. Let F be an extremal face for R m and let C be the
  .  .4corresponding cone so that F s y g R m : y G y, ; y g R m . Then1 1 C
the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a m E belongs to F;
 .b E satisfies the condition
fy1 C_P : E : fy1 C . 1 .  .  .C
 .Proof. Assume that m E g F for some E g M. By Proposition 1.3 for
< <every A g M we have f x y f x g C m -a.e. If we choose A s B, thenE A
y1 .f x g C so that E : f C . If A is the whole set X, then f x y f sE E
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y1 . y1 .yf x g C. Thus X _ E : f yC , or equivalently X _ f yC s X _ E .
y1 . y1 n. y1 .  ..f C_P : E, because X s f R s f yC j C_p . Con-C C
 .  .  .  .  .  .versely assume that 1 holds and consider w x s f x x x y f x x xE A
 .  .  .for A g M. If x is in E, then w x may be 0 or f x , thus w x g C. If x
 .  .  .is not in E, then w x may equal yf x or 0. But by definition f x is not
 .in C_P , implying that f x is in yC because C is generating. Thus inC
 .any case w x g C.
Remark. With the notation of Proposition 1.3, Theorem 1.4 yields that
M s E g M : fy1 C_P : E : fy1 C . .  . 41 C
We denote by S : R n a linear subspace of dimension k and we denotek
by V the family of these subspaces. We say that an extremal face F of ak
convex set K has dimension k if the smallest affine set that contains it has
linear dimension k: in particular the dimension of a convex set K is the
linear dimension of the smallest affine set containing it. It is easy to see
that if C is the cone related to F as in Theorem 1.4, then P has at leastC
dimension k. We say that the cone C , corresponding to F, is minimal ifF
P has the same dimension of F and C is generating. We recall that ifC FF
C is a generating cone and if ? is the usual scalar product in R n, then there
exists an orthonormal family of vectors p , . . . , p such that1 k
C s y g R n : y ? p ) 0 41
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, y ? p ) 0 j ??? 41 2
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, . . . , y ? p s 0, y ? p ) 0 j P , 2 4  .1 ky1 k C
where P is defined as before,C
P s C l yC s y g R n : y ? p s 0, i s 1, . . . , k . 4 .C 1
 .Conversely if a cone is defined as in 2 , it is clearly generating.
LEMMA 1.5. The minimal cone C corresponding to an extremal face F ofF
K exists.
Proof. Let C be the cone corresponding to F as in Proposition 1.1; we
 .can assume that C has the form 2 . The only case to study is when the
dimension of P is greater than the dimension of F: let us suppose thatC
the dimension of F is k and that the dimension of P is k q k for someC 1
 . nk ) 0. Let S F : P be the minimal subspace of R such that its1 k C
 4k1translate contains F. Consider an orthonormal base q in the orthogo-i is1
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 .nal complement of S F in P , and definek C
C s y g R n : y ? p ) 0 j ??? 4F 1
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, . . . , y ? p ) 0 41 nykyk1
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, . . . , y ? p s 0, y ? q ) 0 j ??? 41 nykyk 11
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, . . . , y ? p s 0, 1 nykyk1
y ? q s 0, . . . , y ? q ) 0 j P ,41 k C1 F
where
P s C l yC .C F FF
s y g R n : y ? p s 0, y ? q s 0, i j
i s 1, . . . , n y k y k , j s 1, . . . , k .41 1
It is obvious that C is generating and by construction,F
P s S F . .C kF
  .  .4Finally it is easy to show that F s y g R m : y G y, ; y g R m .1 1 CF
In what follows a closed convex subset C of R n is said to be strictly
  ..convex if it has no nontrivial e.g., different from a point and from R m
extremal faces, i.e., if its only proper extremal faces are points. Let
 4k g 1, . . . , n y 1 . The following corollary is an easy consequence of the
previous results.
 .COROLLARY 1.6. R m has a nontri¨ ial extremal face of dimension less
than or equal to k if and only if there exists a k-dimensional subspace S in Vk k
< < y1 ..such that m f S ) 0.k
 .Remark. By Lyapunov's theorem R m is compact and convex, so that
< < y1 ..it does have at least an extreme point. However m f 0 s 0 because
< <f s 1 and 0 is the linear dimension of a point.
< < y1 ..Proof. Assume that m f S s 0 for every k-dimensional subspacek
S g V . Consider an extremal face F with dimension l, 0 - l F k, and letk k
C be its corresponding minimal cone. Lemma 1.5 shows that C existsF F
 .and that P has dimension less than or equal to k. By Theorem 1.4, m ECF y1 . y1 .belongs to F if and only if f C _P : E : f C . BecauseF C FF
< < y1 .. y1 .m f P s 0, it follows that E s f C , so that F is reduced toC FF
< < y1 ..one point. Conversely, if there exists an S g V such that m f S )k k k
y1 .  .  .0, there are two subsets A , A in f S such that m A / m A .1 2 k 1 2
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 4nyk HConsider a orthonormal base p in S , the orthogonal complementi is1 k
 4nykof S , and let C be the generating cone defined by the family p ask i is1
 .in 2 ,
C s y g R n : y ? p ) 0 41
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, y ? p ) 0 j ??? 41 2
j y g R n : y ? p s 0, . . . , y ? p s 0, y ? p ) 0 j S . 41 ky1 k k
It is easy to show that the two sets,
E s fy1 C_S j A and E s fy1 C_S j A .  .1 k 1 2 k 2
correspond to different points on the face determined by C .hk
w xRemark. Corollary 1.6 is a generalization of Proposition 3.1 in 3 ,
 .stating that R m is an n-dimensional strictly convex set if and only if
< <  . 4.  n .m x: p ? f x s 0 s 0 for all p g R _0 ; in fact the orthonormal
 .space of a nonzero vector p is an n y 1 -dimensional subspace.
n  :Notations. For u , . . . , u in R we denote by u , . . . , u the vector1 m 1 m
 :Hspace spanned by u , . . . , u and we denote by u , . . . , u its orthogo-1 m 1 m
nal space.
We denote by u n ??? n u the external product on R n and we denote1 m
< <by u n ??? n u its norm, i.e., the square root of the Gramian of1 m
 .u , . . . , u m F n ; we recall that the latter is the sum of the squares of1 m
 .   .the minors of order m of the matrix e ? u where e is the standardi j i, j i i
n.basis in R and that u , . . . , u are linearly dependent if and only if their1 m
 4  4Gramian vanishes. We write u , . . . , u , . . . , u s u : 1 F j F m, j / i .Ã1 i m j
We introduce the subset D of X k defined byk
D s x , . . . , x g X k : f x n ??? n f x s 0 . .  .  . 4k 1 k 1 k
 .THEOREM 1.7. R m has a nontri¨ ial extremal face of dimension less
 . < <mkq1. .than or equal to k, 1 F k F n y 1 , if and only if m D ) 0.kq1
w x  .Remark. Theorem 1.7 generalizes Theorem 3.2 of 3 stating that R m
< <mn .is an n-dimensional strictly convex set if and only if m D s 0.n
 .Proof. If there exists an l-dimensional face F on R m , with l g
 41, . . . , k , then by Corollary 1.6 we can find a k-dimensional subspace Sk
y1 .  y1 ..kq1in V such that f S is a nonnegligible; because f S : Dk k k kq1
we obtain
kq1mkq1. y1< < < <m D G m f S ) 0. .  . .kq1 k
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We prove now the opposite implication. For each set S : X kq1 and
 . k  .   .x , . . . , x in X we set S x , . . . , x s x g X : x , . . . , x g2 kq1 2 kq1 1 1 kq1
4S . The measurability of the set
kq1  :B s x , . . . , x g X : f x g f x , . . . , f x .  .  .  . 41 kq1 1 2 kq1
w xis shown in 3 . Fubini's theorem gives
< <mkq1. < <m D s d m x .  .H Hkq1 1 5k  .X D x , . . . , xkq1 2 n
< < < <= d m x m ??? m m x . .  . .2 kq1
 .  4Assume that R m has no l-dimensional faces, with l g 1, . . . , k ; then
Corollary 1.6 yields
< <  :m x g X : f x g f x , . . . , f x s 0, 4 .  .  . .1 1 2 kq1
so that if D1 is the subset of D defined bykq1 kq1
1  :D s x , . . . , x g D : f x f f x , . . . , f x , 4 .  .  .  .kq1 1 kq1 kq1 1 2 kq1
from the previous formula we obtain
< <mkq1. < <m D s d m x .  .H H 1 5k 1  .X D x , . . . , xkq1 2 kq1
< < < <= d m x m ??? m m x . .  . .2 kq1
The set D1 being measurable, Tonelli's theorem yieldskq1
< <mkq1. < <mkq1. 1m D s m D . .  .kq1 kq1
 4Similarly if for i in 2, . . . , k q 1 we put
Di s x , . . . , x g D : .kq1 1 kq1 kq1
$
 :f x f f x , . . . , f x , . . . , f x , .  .  .  . 5i 1 i kq1
< <mkq1. . < <mkq1. i .the same arguments give m D s m D . As a conse-kq1 kq1
quence we have
kq1mkq1. mkq1. i< < < <m D s m D . . Fkq1 kq1 /
is1
kq1 iObviously the set F D is empty; the conclusion follows.is1 kq1
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2. A DECOMPOSITION OF X
w xIn 4 it is shown that a zonoid; i.e., the range of a vector measure, is
 .decomposable. This means that R m can be decomposed into the vector
 .sum of convex sets D , i s 1, 2, . . . , where D is not homothetic to R mi i
w xfor all i; in 4 this criterion was used to decide whether a convex set can
be a zonoid or not. In this section we give a decomposition of X,
X s X j X i j ??? j X i ,D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
 .that reflects the structure of the extremal faces of R m . Actually we
 .decompose R m as the sum of the ranges of the measure m restricted to
i  < i .the sets X in such a way that R m is a strictly convex set ofXk k
dimension k. The following lemma is the base of our construction.
 4LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that there exists a k g 0, . . . , n y 1 such that
< < y1 ..m f S s 0 for all subspace S in V . Then:k k k
 .  < < y1 .. 4a The set N s S g V : m f S ) 0 is at most count-kq1 kq1 kq1 k
able;
 . kq1b If X is defined as
kq1 y1X s X f S , .D kq1 /
S gNkq1 kq1
 < kq 1.then R m has no extremal faces of dimension l, 1 F l F k q 1;X
 .  < y1 .c R m is a strictly con¨ex set of dimension k for all S inf S . kq1kq 1
N .kq1
 .Proof. If we consider two distinct k q 1 -dimensional subspaces
S1 , S2 of R n, the dimension of S1 l S2 is strictly less than k q 1;kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
it follows that
< < y1 1 y1 2 < < y1 1 2m f S l f S s m f S l S s 0. .  .  . .  .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
 y1 .4 < <The sets f S are then disjoint m -a.e. and this implieskq1 S : Vkq 1 kq1
< < y1 ..that the number of different linear subspaces S with m f S ) ekq1 kq1
< < .is less than m X re . As a consequence the set N is at most count-kq1
able. By the s-additivity of M , the set
kq1 y1X s X f S .D kq1 /
S gNkq1 kq1
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< kq 1 < y1is measurable and the application of Corollary 1.6 to m and m ,X f S .kq 1
with S g N , completes the proof.kq1 kq1
< < y1 ..Remark. We note that for k s 0 the fact that m f 0 s 0 is always
true: it follows that the number of one-dimensional subspace S in R n1
< < y1 ..such that m f S ) 0 is at most countable. Moreover we observe that1
we have used the fact that m is nonatomic only in the application of
 .Corollary 1.6. Thus part a of Lemma 2.1 is valid even if m is atomic.
 .THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that X, M is a measurable space and suppose
that m is a nonatomic ¨ector measure with ¨alues in R n. There exists a
decomposition of the space X,
X s X i j ??? j X i , orD Dl 1 /  /
igI igIl 1
X s X j X i j ??? j X i , 3 .D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
with l F n y 1, such that:
 .a the sets I are at most countable;k
 . i  < i .b the sets X are disjoint and R m is contained in a k-dimen-Xk k
sional linear space Si ;k
 .  < i .c R m is a strictly con¨ex k-dimensional zonoid;X k
 . < < .  < .d If m X ) 0, then R m is a strictly con¨ex n-dimensionalXn n
zonoid.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 and the subsequent remark, the set N is at most1
 i4 i y1 i .countable. Let us write N s S and let us define X s f S for1 1 ig I 1 11
 < i.all i in I . Lemma 2.1 ensures that R m is a strictly convex one-dimen-X1 1
2  i. 2sional zonoid. Let X s X _ D X . If X is empty, then the theoremig I 11
is proved; otherwise Lemma 2.1 can be applied to X 2 with k s 1,
< 2  .m s m . It is obvious that if f ? is the Radon]Nikodym derivative ofX2 2
 .  . 2m with respect to its total variation, then f x s f x for all x g X .2 2
< < y1 ..Thus by construction for all subspaces S in V we have m f S s1 1 2 2 1
< < y1 . . m f S l X s 0, and by Lemma 2.1 we obtain that the set N s S1 2 2 2
< < y1 .. 4g V : m f S ) 0 is at most countable: let us denote this family by2 2 2 2
 i 4 3 w i .  i.xN s S . If X s X _ D X j D X is empty, then the2 2 ig I ig I 2 ig I 12 2 1
theorem is proved. Otherwise we proceed with this construction until
either we stop at an index k s l - n, so that
X s X i j ??? j X i ,D Dl 1 /  /
igI igIl 1
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or, if we define
i iX s X X j ??? j X ,D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
we have the following decomposition of X,
X s X j X i j ??? j X i .D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
 < i .Lemma 2.1 ensures that each R m is a strictly convex k-dimensionalX k
 < . nzonoid and that R m is a strictly convex n-dimensional zonoid in R , ifX n
< < .m X ) 0.n
Remark. A consequence of the decomposition of Theorem 2.2 is that if
 .F is a k-dimensional strictly convex extremal face of R m , with k G 1,
 .ithen F is the translate of some R m . In fact Theorem 1.4 shows that ifX k
C is the minimal one corresponding to F, thenF
< y1F s m C _P q R m , .  .f P .F C CF F
< < y1 ..and that m f P ) 0. Because F is strictly convex, Corollary 1.6CF
< < y1 . i.implies that m f P l X s 0 for all i g I , l s 1, . . . , k y 1. As aC l lFy1 . i iconsequence f P s X for some X .C k kF
3. ON ATOMIC REAL MEASURES
In this section we study the range of an atomic real measure. We recall
< < .that a set H g M is an atom of m if m H ) 0 and for all A g M such
< < . < < .that A : H, m A is either 0 or m H . The main result of this section is
an extension of Lyapunov's theorem to atomic real measures.
 .As a preliminary step, consider a sequence of real vectors a s a ,i ig N
n < < < <a g R , such that  a - `, where a is the Euclidean norm of thei ig N i i
 .vector a . To every sequence a s a we associate the following mapi i ig N
 4N nfrom the Cantor set 0, 1 in R ,
N n 4h : 0, 1 ª R ,a
` 4 .
 4ss s ª h s s a s . . i i iigN
is1
If the sequence a is finite, we suppose a s 0 from an index onward.i
 4N.Define K s h 0, 1 , i.e., the image through h of the Cantor set. Wea a a
prove the following lemma.
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< < < <LEMMA 3.1. If  a - `, where a is the Euclidean norm of theig N i i
¨ector a , then K is a compact set in R n.i a
 4NProof. If 0, 1 is equipped with the usual product topology, then
 4N ` < <0, 1 is a compact space. Because  a - `, it is easy to prove that his1 i a
N 4 .is continuous. As a consequence, h 0, 1 is compact.a
In the following, we use some result on atomic measures; these results
w xcan be found in 1 . The first theorem of this section is the application of
w x < <Corollary 5.2.13 of 1 to m .
THEOREM 3.2. Let m be an atomic ¨ector measure on M. Then we can
write
` N
X s H or X s H , 5 .D Di i
is0 is0
for some N G 0 with the following properties:
 .a the H are pairwise disjoint;i
 .b H is an atom of m for e¨ery i G 1;i
 . <c m is a nonatomic ¨ector measure.H 0
w xNow we can extend Theorem 11.4.4 of 1 to vector measures.
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let m be any ¨ector measure. Then R m is compact.
Proof. Consider the decomposition of X given in Theorem 3.2. Be-
<cause m is a nonatomic vector measure, its range is compact byH 0
Lyapunov's theorem, and because the vector sum of two compact sets in
n  < .R is compact, we just have to prove that R m is compact. LetX _ H 0
 .  .a s m H for every H with i G 1, and consider the sequence a s a .i i i i ig N
 .If the atoms H are finite, we suppose a s 0 from an index onward .i i
Because
` ` `
< < < < < <a s m H s m H s m X _ H , .  .  .  n n n 0
is1 is1 is1
Lemma 3.1 assures that K is compact. Thus we are left to prove thata
 .  4  4NR m is equal to the set K . If s s s is in 0, 1 , thenX _ H a i ig N0
` `
h s s a s s m H s s m H , .  .  Da i i i i i /
is1 is1 i : s s1i
 4N.  < .so that h 0, 1 is contained in R m . Conversely, if A is aX _ Ha 0
measurable set in X _ H , then by s-additivity,0
` `
m A s m A l H s m H s A , .  .  .  . i i i
is1 is1
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 .  .  . where s A s 1 if and only if m A l H s m H . We recall thati i i
 .  . .  .   ..m A l H can be either 0 or m H . Thus, defining s A s s A gi i i ig N
 4N  .   ..  4N.0, 1 , we have m A s h s A . It follows that K s h 0, 1 sa a a
 < .R m .X _ H 0
 4 ` < <Let a be a sequence of real numbers such that  a - `. Wei ig N is1 i
 4N.wonder what is the maximal gap in the set K s h 0, 1 , i.e., thea a
 w x 4number inf d G 0: K q 0, d is connected . Lemma 3.1 shows that K isa a
 4compact. Let m be the minimum of K : m s min x: x g K . Considera a
 .the function d x on K defined asa
0, x s m ,
d x s .  inf x y y , y - x , y g K , x ) m. 4 . a
This function is upper semicontinuous, because if we consider the family
of upper semicontinuous functions,
2 x y m , x F y , .
d x s .y  x y y , x ) y ,
then
d x s inf d x , y g K . .  . 4y a
  . 4We conclude that max d x , x g K exists and this value is the maximala
 .gap in the set K . It is obvious that if d x is 0 on K , then K is ana a a
interval.
 .  4THEOREM 3.4. If d x and a are defined in the pre¨ious text, theni ig N
< < < <max d x , x g K s max a y a , i g N , 4 . a i j 5
< < <a - aj i
< < < <   .if there exists an index i such that a y  a ) 0; otherwise max d x ,i < a < - < a < jj i
4x g K s 0.a
w xRemark. This theorem is a slight generalization of Exercise 131 in 9 .
We note also that in both cases,
< < < <max d x , x g K s sup a y a , i g N . 6 4 .  .i j 5
< < < <a - aj i
< < < <In fact, if the numbers a y  a are negative for all i g N, then,i < a < - < a < jj i
< <by the convergence of the series  a , for all e ) 0 there exists anig N i
< < < <index i such that a - e and  a - e . For this index i we have0 i < a < - < a < j 00 j i0
< < < <ye - a y a F 0,i j0
< < < <a - aj i0
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 < < < < 4so that sup a y  a , i g N s 0. If there exists an index i suchi < a < - < a < j 0j i
< < < <  .that a y  a ) 0, then 6 is a consequence of the statement ofi < a < - < a < j0 j i0
the theorem.
 . ` < <Proof. For every real sequence a s a such that  a - `, wei ig N is1 i
 < <.define the sequence a s a . We start showing that K is a translateÄ i ig N aÄ
of K . If the series is positive, the claim is trivial. Otherwise let m be thea
`  .  .minimum of K : m s  a . To every x in K , x s  a s x , s x ga a - 0 i a is1 i i ii
 40, 1 , we associate the point x in K defined asÄ aÄ
x s a s x y a 1 y s x .  . .Ä  i i i i
a )0 a -0i i
`
s a s x y s x y m. . i i
is0 a -0i
` < <  .  .  4Conversely, if y is in K , y s  a s y , s y g 0, 1 , consider theÄ Ä Ä Äa is1 i i iÄ
point in K ,a
< < < <y s a s y y a 1 y s y .  . .Ä Ä i i i i
a )0 a -0i i
< < < < < <s a s y q a s y y a s y q m. .  .Ä Ä Ä  i i i i i
a )0 a -0 a -0i i i
These two formulae imply that K s K y m, so that the maximal gap ina aÄ
these two sets is the same. Without loss of generality, we can then suppose
that the sequence is strictly positive and, by the absolute convergence,
< < < <decreasing. In this case the numbers a y  a become a yi < a < - < a < j ij i
 . a and j ) i, and because Eq. 6 is unaffected by terms less thana - a jj i
zero, we have
max d x , x g K s sup a y a , i g N 4 . i j 5
a -aj 1
`
Xs sup a y a , i g N . 6 .i j 5
jsiq1
Define the series c s a y ` a . If c F 0 for all i g N, then we cani i jsiq1 j i
w x  .apply the result of Exercise 131 in 9 , obtaining d x s 0.
Suppose now that there exists at least one c greater than 0. We begini
showing that max c exists: this follows from the fact that the series isig N i
convergent. If c ) 2e , then there exists an index k such that a - e ,i l
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` a - e for all l ) k; thenjs lq1 j
`
< < < <c s a y a - 2e .l l j
jslq1
Thus the maximum is taken over a finite set of c s.i
 .Now we have to prove that there exists a point x in K such that d x isa
equal to c s max c ) 0. Consider the point a : the nearest point yi ig N i i0 0
lower than a is obviously y s  a , and then x y y s c .i a - a i i0 i i 00
At this point we can prove the following extension of Lyapunov's
theorem to atomic real measures. We recall that a measure m is said to
 .admit a Hahn set if there exists a set D g M such that m A l D F 0 and
  ..m A l X _ D G 0 for all A g M.
 .THEOREM 3.5. Let m be a real-¨ alued measure on X, M such that
< < .  4  .  .m X - ` and let H be the decomposition of X as in 5 . Then R mi iG 0
is con¨ex in R if and only if the following condition holds
< < < < < <m H G sup m H y m H . 7 .  .  . .0 i j /
iG1 < < . < < .j : m H - m Hj i
 . w y . q .x q yMoreo¨er R m s ym X , m X , where m s m y m is the Jordan
decomposition of m.
 .Proof. If we define a s m H , then we can apply Theorem 3.3 and thei i
 < .result is that the maximal gap c in R m is equal toX _ H0 0
< < < <c s sup m H y m H . .  .0 i j /
iG1 < < . < < .j : m H - m Hj i
 .  < .  < .It is obvious that R m s R m q R m and by Lyapunov's theo-H X _ H0 0
 < . < < .  .rem R m is an interval of length m H . Thus R m is an interval ifH 00
< < .  < .and only if m H is greater than the maximal gap in R m , i.e.,X _ H0 0
< < < < < <m H G sup m H y m H . .  .  .0 i j /
iG1 < < . < < .j : m H - m Hj i
Because m admits a Hahn set, obviously choosing the set D s x g X :
 . 4 w xf x F 0 , by Proposition 11.4.6 of 1 we have
a s sup m A s mq X g R m , .  .  .
AgM
b s inf m A s ymy X g R m , .  .  .
AgM
y q . w  .  .xand thus R m s ym X , m X .
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4. AN EXTENSION OF LYAPUNOV'S THEOREM
In this last section we study the range of an atomic vector measure m
and we extend Theorem 3.4 to vector measures. The first step is the
 .following lemma, that relates the decomposition 3 of Theorem 2.2 with
 .5 of Theorem 3.2.
LEMMA 4.1. Let m be an atomic ¨ector measures. There exists a decompo-
sition of X,
X s X i j ??? j X i orD Dl 1 /  /
igI igIl 1
X s X j X i j ??? j X i , 3X .D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
with l F n y 1, such that:
 .a the sets I are at most countable;k
 . i  < i .b the sets X are disjoint and R m is contained in a k-dimen-Xk k
sional linear space Si .k
Moreo¨er if
` N
XX s H or X s H , 5 .D Di i
is0 is0
for some N G 0 is the decomposition of Theorem 3.2, then e¨ery atom H ,i
i G 1, is contained in some X i.1
Proof. By the remark following Lemma 2.1, the set N s S g V :1 1 1
< < y1 . 4  i4m f S ) 0 is at most countable. Let us write N s S and let us1 1 1 ig I1
i y1 i .define X s f S for all i in I . We note that if H is an atom of m,1 1 1 i
< < y1  .:.. < < .then m f m H is greater than or equal to m H : then everyi i
i   :atom of m is contained in some X . We recall that with u we denote1
. 2  i. 2the span of the nonzero vector u. Let X s X _ D X . If X isig I 11
 < i. iempty, then the lemma is proved: in fact R m is contained in S .X 11
 . 2Otherwise, part a of Lemma 2.1 can be applied to X with k s 1,
< 2 m s m . As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we obtain the set N s S gX2 2 2
< < y1 .. 4V : m f S ) 0 is at most countable: let us denote the family by2 2 2 2
 i 4 3 w i .  i.xN s S . If X s X _ D X j D X is empty, then the2 2 ig I ig I 2 ig I 12 2 1
lemma is proved. Otherwise we proceed with this construction until either
we stop at an index k s l - n, so that
X s X i j ??? j X i ,D Dl 1 /  /
igI igIl 1
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or, if we define
i iX s X X j ??? j X ,D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
we have the following decomposition of X,
X s X j X i j ??? j X i .D Dn ny1 1 /  /
igI igIny1 1
i y1 i . iBecause by construction X : f S for some S , the conclusion follows.k k k
 .  i .Now we show that R m follows form the convexity of R m N x , i g I .1 1
the convexity of the range of a vector measure to the same property on its
one-dimensional faces. We recall that with X i we denote a measurable1
< < i. i y1 i . isubset of X such that m X ) 0 and X s f S , S being a one-di-1 1 1 1
n < <  X.mensional space in R and f s dmrd m . By formula 3 of Lemma 4.1
 i 4these subsets are at most countable: let us denote them by S : i g I .1 1
THEOREM 4.2. The range of a ¨ector measure m is con¨ex if and only if
the range of the restriction of m to the sets X i is con¨ex for all i g I .1 1
 . i y1 .iProof. If R m is convex, choose a convex cone C such that f PC
is the set X i, I g I . The face corresponding to C i is obviously a one-di-1 1
mensional strictly convex set, and, by the remark following Theorem 2.2, if
 y1 i ..iwe define y s m f C _P , then x belongs to F if and only ifC
 . i  < i.x s y q m E , E : X . If F is convex, it is obvious that F y y s R m X1 1
is convex.
The converse follows immediately because the vector sum of convex sets
is convex. Lemma 4.1 shows that every atom H , i G 1, is contained ini
some X i, i g I . As a consequence, if we define, as in the proof of Lemma1 1
2  i.  < 2 .4.1, X s X _ D X , Lyapunov's theorem yields that R m isXig I 11
convex. Because
< 2 < iR m s R m q R m , .  .  .X X1
igI1
i < .and by assumption R m are convex, the conclusion follows.X1
At this point we can prove the main result.
THEOREM 4.3. Gi¨ en a ¨ector measure m on the measurable space
 . n  i4X, M , with ¨alues in R , let X be the family of subsets of X such that1 ig I1
< < i. i y1 i . i nm X ) 0 and X s f S , S being a one-dimensional space in R and1 1 1 1
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< <  i4 i if s dmrd m . Let H be the decomposition of X such that H , j G 1,j jG 0 1 j
< i < iare the atoms of m and m is a nonatomic ¨ector measure. The range ofX H1 0
m is con¨ex if and only if
< < i < < i < < im H G sup m H y m H , .  . . 0 j k /
i ijG1 < < . < < .k : m H - m Hk j
for all i g I .1
 .Proof. Let us consider a generic vector measure on the space X, M .
 < i.By Theorem 4.2, the measure has a convex range if and only if R m isX1
 < i.convex for all i in I . By Theorem 3.5, R m is convex if and only ifX1 1
< < i < < i < < im H G sup m H y m H , .  . . 0 j k /
i ijG1 < < . < < .k : m H - m Hk j
where the H i is the decomposition of X i as in Theorem 3.2. The theoremj 1
is proved.
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